This paper presents an analysis and empirical evaluation of techniques developed to support focus and context awareness in tasks involving visualization of time lines. It focuses on time lines that display discrete events and their temporal relationships. The most common form of representation for such time lines is the Gantt chart. Although ubiquitous in event visualization and project planning applications, Gantt charts are inherently space-consuming, and suffer from shortcomings in providing focus and context awareness when a large number of tasks and events needs to be displayed. In an attempt to address this problem, we implemented and adapted a number of focus and context awareness techniques for an interactive task scheduling system in combination with the standard Gantt chart and an alternative space-filling mosaic approach to time line visualization. A controlled user trial compared user performance at interpreting representations of hierarchical task scheduling, assessing different methods across various conditions resulting from interactive explorations of the Gantt and the mosaic interfaces. Results suggested a number of possible improvements to these interactive visualization techniques. The implementation of some of these improvements is also presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Time lines provide a flexible and intuitive form of representation of events over time. According to the taxonomy proposed in [1] , while events are often represented through multiple numeric variables at different levels of abstraction following a linear structure (as in [14, 11] , for instance), perhaps the most common use of time lines is in representing univariate data in the form of time intervals. The latter is a form widely used in project planning and scheduling visualizations such as the popular Gantt chart, and its modern interactive variants such as LifeLines [21] , PlanningLines [2] etc. In such charts, the data are simply encoded as labels for activities scheduled over time intervals stretching across different levels of a branching time structure. While Gantt-style charts, which display activities or events as parallel (typically horizontal) bars along the time axis, are very common, alternative designs have been proposed. A space-filling time line, or "temporal mosaic", which allocates space proportionally to the number of activities or events scheduled for a time interval was presented in [17] . In an evaluation of the alternative time lines as static visualizations in a multimedia browsing scenario, users of that spacefilling time line performed as well as or better than users of its traditional Gantt-style counterpart. As Tufte observed [25] , when rendered as static graphics for project planning and scheduling, time lines take up a lot of space. On small computer screens, however, time lines gain an interactive dimension which can help mitigate this problem. The most obvious way of managing limited screen space is by providing for scrolling and panning. While, these techniques are straightforward to implement, they can cause the user to become disoriented and unable to visualize high level relationships among tasks and sub-tasks when presented with a reasonably complex schedule. Over the years, a number of general techniques have been developed to preserve focus and context awareness in face of screen space limitations, including overview+detail layouts, zooming, blurring of non-focal items and various distortion-based techniques [23, 16, 15] . A few systems that deal with time-oriented data have employed these techniques. Somewhat surprisingly, however, there are very few studies specifically on the use of such techniques in combination with time lines. This paper presents a study of the effects of several techniques designed to help the user maintain focus and context awareness while interacting with time lines representing task hierarchies. The experiment is based on an interactive time line visualization system which implements both a standard Gantt-like display and the aforementioned space-filling visualization, as well as several mechanisms for focus and context awareness. The effects of overview+detail through "collapsing" and "expanding" of task groups, distortion though a bifocal display technique, and "blurring" of non-focal items are analysed in
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FOCUS AND CONTEXT AWARENESS
Although time lines were originally conceived as a form of static visualization [26] , a recent survey of their applications [22] attests to the fact that this static metaphor also carries through to interactive contexts. It has been used, for instance, in interactive systems for visualizing personal histories [21] , displaying travel itinerary information across time-zones on conventional computer displays [5] or mobile devices [20] , browsing multimedia collections [13] , and many other tasks. The techniques employed by such systems for supporting focus and context awareness vary a great deal. In [20] , the alignment of time-zone adjusted calendar lines is employed to show associations between individual travel events across time. The LifeLines system [21] provides zooming, tied to different levels of time granularity, filtering and support for grouping of events through "facets" which can be opened or closed to show different aspects of the same information structures. Both faceted browsing and hierarchical organisation have been used in exploratory search applications [3] which have gained some popularity on the Web in recent years. These include MIT's SIMILE time line [12] and the Continuum time line visualization tool [4] . Both SIMILE and Continuum provide an overview+detail layout option, interactive zooming and filtering as well as detail on selected events ("brushing").
A different approach to handling context and focus is the Perspective Wall [19] , which renders the time line as a 3D object whose centre shows a detailed view of events (focus), while the sides give the context in simulated perspective. A flexible widget specifically designed for zooming which supports distortions, including perspective and fish-eye view is presented in [9] which improves on some of the techniques introduced in the DataLens system [6] . Visualization of hierarchical information has been dealt with comprehensively by the TimeTree [8] and Timeline Trees [7] systems. TimeTree was designed to support browsing of large hierarchies displayed over a time axis, and therefore the system had to implement mechanisms for filtering, zooming etc. One of the mechanisms employed to deal with large datasets is the "folding" of sub-trees according to a degree-of-interest function [10] . Similar mechanisms are available in the Timeline Trees system [7] , in which different time lines are laid out in front of the tree nodes rather than in parallel to the entire hierarchy, as in [8] . It is interesting to note that, like our system (described in the next section) Timeline Trees also employs a space-filling approach to the display of temporal information. Its use of space-filling visual elements, however, is limited to thumbnails (which present a sort of overview for the time line associated with a node in the hierarchy), and to an encoding similar to stacked bar charts for different event classes on the expanded time lines. Our system, on the other hand, encodes the hierarchy itself as a space-filling chart.
AN INTERACTIVE TIMELINE SYSTEM
An interactive prototype system was developed to allow better investigation of the effiectiveness of a range of focus and context awareness techniques, for both Gantt and the al ternative space-filling (temporal mosaic) visualizations.Since an earlier version of this system has been more fully de scribed elsewhere [18] , here we limit ourselves to providing an overview of the features that are relevant to the study described and the issues discussed in this paper. These fea tures are: expansion and collapsing of task representations, blurring out of details that are not in the user's focus of attention, zooming and distortion (bifocal display). Figure 1 shows an earlier version of the interface of our interactive visualization prototype. The top window shows aschedule for a house renovation project in Gantt chart, and the bottom window shows the same schedule in mo saic visualization. As can be seen in this figure, while the Gantt chart reserves space and uses parallel time lines to display duration of individual tasks or sub-tasks when they are scheduled to take place, the mosaic visualization uses the same area of space to proportionally show only the tasks or sub-tasks that are scheduled for a particular time period. The simplest form of focus and context awareness feature that our system provides, is to allow abstraction of sub-task details of higher level tasks. Figure 2 shows how sub-tasks of all tasks can be collapsed (or "folded away") and hidden in both Gantt and mosaic visualizations. It is also possible to expand the sub-tasks of one or more tasks, while still keeping the other tasks collapsed. Notice that the overall shape and amount of screen space occupied by the mosaic does not change as the tasks are collapsed and expanded, while the Gantt chart grows or contracts along the vertical axis when tasks are expanded or collapsed. The use of these features might have implications with respect to context awareness. If, on the one hand, shape changes (on Gantt charts) provide the user with conspicuous indication that a transition of system state is taking place, those shape changes may, on the other hand, prove disruptive in that the user may need to visually rescan the whole chart in order to visualize an overview of the schedule. Another feature of the system is its mechanism for blurring out details of some tasks and their subtasks, while allowing the viewing of a user-specified set of specific tasks or sub-tasks in detail. Figure 3 shows a chart in which the details of all the tasks and their sub-tasks have been blurred, except for the focal Lounge task and its sub-tasks which are fully visible (i.e. in "sharp" view). It is also possible to blur out all tasks and their sub-tasks, while only showing a group of tasks or sub-tasks that share a common attribute. In Figure 4 , for instance, all the sub-tasks are blurred while only painting sub-tasks across all three main tasks are fully visible. In addition to the above mentioned features, we have implemented a form of zooming based on the bifocal display technique [16] , which we also aimed to assess. The bifocal display allows the user to see more details of all the tasks or sub-tasks within a specific time period by zooming into sections of the time line using a tool similar to a magnifying glass. However, unlike a magnifying glass, this type of zoom tool preserves the continuity of tasks and subtasks when moving from the inside of the zoomed area to the outside. Figure 5 shows the zoom function applied to days 10 to 14, where details of sub-tasks, including their names, are displayed. The zoom function allows the user to set the time span, as well as the zoom level of the magnification, applied to the selected area.
EVALUATION
Previous experiments have shown the effectiveness of the static (non-interactive) temporal mosaics against conventional time lines (including Gantt charts) for a number of visualization tasks [17] . The study presented below, in contrast, aims to evaluate features which are relevant to the use . 
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of these basic visualizations in interactive contexts.
In particular, we assess how a range of focus and context awareness mechanisms, as implemented in our interactive prototype system, might affect user performance when used in conjunction with temporal mosaic and Gantt charts to analyse a project schedule. It should be noted, however, that we decided to compare the Gantt and mosaic visualizations using static images generated through our interactive mechanisms, rather than allowing the study participants to use the interactive prototype itself. We decided on this setup in order to make sure that for each study task the two visualizations were compared using exactly the same area of the schedule, viewing area size, etc. Therefore, the study was not about the usability of the interactive system, but rather aimed to compare the visualizations generated using the focus and context mechanisms in mosaic and Ganttstyle time lines. The main hypothesis investigated was that:
• H1: the focus and context mechanisms improve user performance in terms of speed and accuracy for both mosaic and Gantt visualizations.
More specific hypotheses, related to issues we observed in the visualization styles being compared were:
• H2: the blur mode will be more useful to mosaic users than to Gantt users, and
• H3: the collapsed mode will be more useful to Gantt users than to mosaic users.
The first hypothesis is a statement of the general usefulness of focus and context awareness techniques. While this hypothesis is generally taken for granted in the information visualization literature, we felt that it needed to be explicitly tested in the schedule visualization task. Hypothesis H2 was based on the fact that mosaics are more visually busy than their Gantt counterparts, specially when the number of sub-tasks increases, and therefore stand to gain more from a technique that highlights areas of interest. As regards H3, it seemed reasonable to expect that bringing the bars closer together in Gantt would facilitate visualization more than for mosaic, where the shape of the chart does not change. It is known that performance in visual alignment tasks (Vernier acuity) degrades with distance and in the presence of intervening objects [27] . In the Gantt chart, the increase in distance between the target bars and the presence of intervening bars in the expanded mode makes the task considerably more difficult.
Methodology
Each study session started with a tutorial, presented to the participant through a Web page, which described both the Gantt and temporal mosaic visualizations, with a particular emphasis on the focus and context awareness features to be tested.
The tutorial consisted of a series of short text segments, each followed by the relevant images, in Gantt and mosaic, of a schedule similar to the one used in the actual experiment task. At the end of the tutorial the study participants were assigned to one of two sets of task questions which they had to complete. The two sets of questions, which were based on a house renovation project schedule (shown in Figure 6 ), were identical but the images presented to each participant along with a specific question alternated between one of two different images assigned to that question. answer the question, and then asked the participants to rate the difficulty of the question they had just answered using a scale that ranged from 1 to 7 (1 being easy and 7 being difficult). The order of presentation of questions was randomized for each experiment in order to avoid learning effects. Only the actual time to answer each question was recorded. The timer stopped immediately after the answer was selected, and the difficulty rating was not timed. The timer only restarted once the difficulty rating was completed and the next question was shown. The tutorial explained that only the time taken to answer each question was recorded, and requested that the questions should be answered as quickly as possible. In total, 24 subjects took part in this study: 8 females and 16 males. Of this total, 9 were students, 6 academics and 9 had other occupations. The ages of participants ranged from mid-twenties to mid-fifties.
Results
A general summary of results is shown in Figure  7 . The bars in all charts are grouped according to question number, so that for any adjacent pair of bars, the bar on the left represents a graph on which a context awareness feature (blur, collapsing, bifocal lens) has been applied. Abbreviations for the different groups described in Table 1 Table 1 ).
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Finally, the bifocal technique presents a mixed picture: mosaic users appear to have benefited from it as far as answer time is concerned but Gantt users seem to have been hindered by the technique. Our results for this condition are, however, inconclusive. When error rates are analysed, it becomes evident that while the diffculties Gantt users found with the bifocal technique are reflected in the higher error rates, the apparent improvement in answer times for mosaic users of the bifocal technique comes at the expense of accuracy. There was a mean increase of 36% in error for the bifocal lens condition in mosaic and a 60% increase in error for Gantt [2 (1) = 3.37,p =0.06]. This is likely to indicate that users misinterpreted the display, since the difficulty ratings for questions 11 and 12 are consistent with their answer times. This conjecture however needs to be investigated further.
Other than these effects, the results for error rates are less clear. This is probably due to the fine level of detail involved in the tasks and the emphasis on timing we expressed in the pre-trial tutorial. Blurring does not appear to have helped with questions involving assessment of duration, but error rates were surprisingly high for mosaic on question 5, which involved assessing overlaps. On the other hand, collapsing the representation helped the same type of assessment for Gantt charts in question 10.
As mentioned above, ratings were generally consistent with performance in that they reflected the times taken to answer each question: questions rated more difficult took longer to answer than questions rated easy. Correlation was observed for both Gantt (Pearson's product-moment r =0.27, p< 0.01) and mosaic charts (r =0.26, p< 0.01).
Discussion
The main hypothesis (H1) was generally confirmed though with some caveats, as reported above.
Blurring and collapsing yielded clear improvements, whereas the results for the bifocal technique proved inconclusive. As regards our second hypothesis (H2), we had expected that the blur technique would be specially useful in conjunction with the mosaic visualization.
The results, however, failed to support or refute this hypothesis. Moreover, as noted above, in question 5 the blurring seems to have mislead the mosaic users, who answered the question more quickly when using the blurred-out version but also made more mistakes. Upon examining the chart that accompanied the question we noticed that one of the colours which was supposed to be highlighted (a pale green) was quite similar to a blurred-out colour. This could have interfered with the users' ability to differentiate between a time interval in which the painter was free and one for which a painting task was scheduled. This emphasizes the need for smooth transitions between sharp and blurred representations to be implemented in order to indicate more clearly to the user which areas are fading out of focus. A possible solution is presented in section 5.1, below. Surprisingly, hypothesis H3, that the collapsed mode would facilitate the assessment of concurrency (questions 9, and 10), particularly in Gantt charts, was refuted. Mosaic users benefited the most from this technique. Assessment of duration, in particular, seems to have improved for mosaic (question 7) in collapsed mode, though the results are still inconclusive for Gantt charts (question 8). This analysis motivated the design changes described in Section 5.3. Finally, we conjecture that the high error rates for bifocal lens condition probably stem from difficulties in aligning the event representations (bars and mosaic tiles) to the calendar days at the top of the chart, as the scale changes. Users might have felt tempted to guess duration based on absolute width of the corresponding regions on the charts rather than refer to the distorted time scale. In fact, about
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69% of the answers given overestimated the correct duration, which supports this conjecture.
IMPROVING FOCUS AND CONTEXT AWARENESS
The results of the evaluation demonstrated that further improvements had to be made to our interactive prototype system in terms of its focus and context awareness capabilities. In this section we describe some of these improvements.
Control over Blurring
The initial prototype applied a certain level of blurring to all tasks or sub-tasks that were not selected to visually separate them from what was selected by the user. However, depending on the actual activity being performed by the users it may be necessary to increase or decrease the contrast between selected and unselected tasks. For instance when it is necessary to have more context awareness (e.g. see a sub-task along with other tasks in its neighbourhood) it would be useful to decrease the blurring. On the other hand, when the user wants to for example measure the length of a task without worrying about other tasks, these other tasks could be blurred out completely. Our latest prototype gives the user control over blurring level through a slider which can be interactively manipulated. Figure 8 shows two different levels of blurring applied by the user for the same selected sub-task.
Transition between Viewing of Tasks and Sub-tasks
The latest prototype also provides visual control over the level of collapsing or expanding sub-tasks in mosaic visualization. Using this tool users can visually move between viewing tasks and their subtasks by moving a slider which changes the colour associated with a task to the colour of its individual sub-tasks. Figure 9 shows two different positions on this transition slider and its effect on the resulting mosaic visualization. It is interesting to note that this type of transition slider is not needed in the Gantt visualization, as our initial implementation of Gantt always shows the task time lines even when their sub-tasks are expanded. 
Combining Gantt and Mosaic
Our various user evaluations comparing Gantt and mosaic visualizations have shown that each visualization has its own strong points in terms of providing for focus and context awareness. It is therefore natural to attempt to somehow combine the two visualizations with the aim of improving their capabilities. Our latest prototype implements two different techniques for combining Gantt and mosaic time lines. The first technique, as shown in Figure 10 , allows the user to simply display Gantt time lines over mosaic by holding down the SHIFT key while in mosaic visualization mode. The benefit of this option is to provide a means of quickly seeing the length of a task, particularly when the mosaic visualization has not been able to draw the task area continuously (for details on this problem see [17] ). The prototype, however, does not implement a means of displaying mosaic over Gantt time lines.
The reason for this is that the mosaic visualization uses the chart area fully (except for when there are no tasks scheduled), and therefore displaying mosaic over Gantt would cover the Gantt chart completely. Although it would be possible to increase the transparency of the mosaic overlay, this would result in a combination similar to the one already achieved by displaying Gantt over mosaic. Our second technique, on the other hand, combines Gantt and mosaic visualizations at a sub-task level. Figure 11 shows an example of this combination, which allows expanding the Gantt task time lines by displaying the sub-tasks in mosaic visualization.
The main benefit of this combined visualization is to allow easier viewing of a specific task and its subtasks in terms of their time duration, co-occurrence, etc at a local level than what is possible with Gantt or mosaic visualizations alone. In addition, as the number of sub-tasks of a task would be far smaller than all the sub-tasks in a project schedule, the mosaic visualization becomes much easier to draw and interpret at the individual task level. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we presented an evaluation of a comprehensive range of techniques designed to improve the focus and context awareness capabilities of conventional Gantt charts, as well as our own space-saving mosaic time line visualization. Although the user study has shown the benefits of at least two of these visualization techniques, namely blurring and collapsing of task hierarchies, it has also allowed us to identify further improvements that could be made to the prototype system in order to address the shortcomings we identified. We have now implemented a number of these improvements, along with the additional functionality which have also been discussed in this paper. We are currently in the process of investigating possible applications of our mosaic visualization, and its focus and context awareness capabilities, in areas other than project scheduling. One particular area of interest is the visualization of inter-related attribute sets, for instance in searching and finding real-estate, in a manner similar to what is done by the Attribute Explorer [24] , by allowing interactive comparison of their various attributes such as prices, number of bedrooms, etc.
